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Sandbach U3A

Nothing stays the same forever. Amidst the confusion,
your U3A has been working to get things moving again.
Your Summer Newsletter
is packed with items
about members’ activities
during lockdown.

There is light at the end of
the tunnel as we begin to
spend quality time with family
and friends – maybe, re-book
that cancelled holiday?

Quiz Time: Win a Bottle*

Some Things May Never
Be The Same Again …
THEY COULD BE A
WHOLE LOT BETTER

INSIDE THIS ISSUE
30 Pages of articles
to interest, amuse
and inspire you
Lockdown Laughter
Membership Renewals

Volunteers Needed
for two key roles:
*Treasurer
*Newsletter Editor
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Lockdown: What Have You Been Up To?
Groups Co-ordinator, Paula Reilly, asked Group Leaders to report on virtual
activities or group initiatives during Lockdown. Some have stopped for the
summer, but the list below shows how members have been keeping in touch.

Tuesday Patchwork and
Quilting Group

WhatsApp group set up for us, starting with
8 members and increasing daily.
We share pictures of items we have made and
help each other with ongoing projects.

Jean Marriott

Geology Group
Weekly chapters of a Revision Course in
Geology, sent out on pdf by email.

Choir

Weekly chapters How to Read Music for
Singers, sent out on pdf by email.

Stephen Davies

Papercraft 1

We have set up a WhatsApp group and all bar
three of our members use it.
We set card making challenges, photograph
and share the pictures to the group. The
three group members not on WhatsApp
receive the challenges via email. We also use
the app to 'chat' as it's a good way of keeping
in touch. Anne

Shaw

Fiction Group 1, Thursdays
Luckily, we managed our March 5th meeting as
usual albeit with slightly lower attendance.
Since then however I have been emailing
regularly to check how everyone is doing, also
paying particular attention to the single ladies
and more vulnerable ladies by giving them a
ring now and then, too.
I also invited those who wished to send me
their thoughts and scores for our April book
to do so and I would then circulate them to
the whole group for interest.
Last Thursday we held our first experimental
Zoom group meeting. By talking individuals
through any technical issues encountered ...
and there were a few!!! Ten of us finally
managed to connect and then enjoyed an hour
and a half discussion on our set book. It was
good fun and everyone enjoyed it by all
accounts and can't wait for next time.
I received a lot of thank you emails the
following day and have been in touch with
everyone again to remind them of our next
book choice.
I have already set a new Zoom meeting for
21st May when hopefully 3 or 4 more members
who couldn’t make the last
meeting will be able to join
us. Chris

Davis
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More of Your Contact Activity
In addition to the contacts featured elsewhere in the Newsletter, many
groups are in touch by email or other means and more activity examples
are shown below. Group Leaders are required to complete a new post
Lockdown risk assessment before re-starting their group. In addition,
each individual must assess their vulnerability before participating.
Group

Contact / activity during lockdown

A Good Read

Meetings continuing to take place via Zoom

Birdwatching 1

My group is staying in touch with me by means of a WhatsApp group that is quite active, and an
occasional blog which I write, both of which are obviously voluntary. Also the odd e-mail message,
which reaches all of them

Bowls 8 / 4

I keep in touch with the group through a weekly (roughly) newsletter with a quiz and jokes (similar to
the one the committee sends although I started first!). All except two of us have regular phone or
email contact.

Circus Skills

There is a WhatsApp group that keeps in regular contact. The GL and members of the group post
interesting videos, and the GL also makes videos himself (e.g. juggling) to help us develop our skills.
He has lent out some of his circus equipment so people can keep practising at home

Pilates 1 & 2

Email monthly to ask how they are and I get many replies. I also every couple of weeks contact by
email the people in my group who are on their own or are ill or are recovering or waiting for
operations, just to stay in touch. Details circulated about the Online Pilates classes our Paid Instructor
is now holding via Zoom.

Pilates 3

Email contact and details circulated about the Online Pilates classes our Paid Instructor is now
holding via Zoom.

Practical
Photography

Not doing anything special with my group except for a couple of emails and phone calls to those not
on email to keep in touch
I have been giving the Practical photo group assignments each month since we shut down. We have
an account for the group on 500 px that can be used to display the work. I have a zoom meeting
scheduled for Friday pm. Not all have responded but I have been in contact by email or phone with all
of the group

Social Golf

Regular email exchanges for the group - and now limited play taking into account guidance and social
distancing recommendations

Spanish

Spanish had continued through from mid March and will continue through the summer. A series of
grammar and translation exercises is set each week and various You Tube videos are watched and
commented on. There is then an email exchange by members.

Walking
Walking
Football

We were planning a spring walking break in the Forest of Dean, which has been postponed until next
year, and I sent a little quiz to the people who were going on the break.
Walking Footballers continue to be in daily contact via their existing WhatsApp Group and returned to
‘normal’ activity in July

Play Reading

Wine Tasting 1 /
Brewing
Appreciation
Wine Tasting 2

Wine Tasting 1 and the BAS Group have not actually had any official contact, however a cross
section of the members know each other socially and now meet outside of U3A via Zoom every
Friday night for drinks as the “Off Piste Wine and Gin Group. This Group is also very active on
WhatsApp
Wine Group 2 are all ok and took part in a zoom wine tasting last week which was a great success
and will now be a monthly event
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Bags More On The Way
I thought you might be interested in
how the patchwork group are keeping
in touch and helping the NHS, says

Joan Jay.

Some time ago, one of the members
was looking on line for some ideas for
us to make. As a result she offered
to set up a WhatsApp group so that
we could show each other our
efforts. It was set up a few months
before the Lockdown, but not used
very often. Since Lockdown it has
been used daily to share photos,
banter and information on which shop
has flour stocks. The best result has
been that the camaraderie has
encouraged a new leader to come
forward. So I can retire happy.
It has also meant that we have been able
to keep in touch with two members who
are recovering from serious illness.
We have been able to support each other
during this difficult time with pictures,
jokes and memories. Stories are being
shared of efforts to train pigeons to
carry samples of our tasty cooking
efforts to one another.
Many members have started to make
masks, headbands and laundry sacks for
the NHS.
The bags are for nurses to put
their dirty uniforms in (Jinty‘s
contribution shown in the photo’s - 6
scrubs bags and 12 headbands) and
headbands are for fixing their masks to.
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The lady who has collected our
NHS items sent this photo of
her staff at Ward 7 saying
‘Thank you’. She also said that
if we make any more hearts
the hospital in Warrington is
asking for some! Jinty

Pike

Wild Flower Group goes WhatsApp

One member goes the extra mile to keep others in touch – well done,
Christine!
I was inspired by the Bird Watching group with their WhatsApp group, so decided to start
one for the Wild Flower group about 11th May. I emailed those who had email and phoned
the others. I also phoned a former member who had left as he was joining a Geology
group on a Tuesday and he has now joined the WhatsApp group too. One lady who had
enquired about the Tuesday group did not appear at all because she had transport
problems and she has not replied to an email. It is good to keep in touch with members. I
also contacted Graham last night (no reply yet) suggesting a WhatsApp group for the
Cycling group - we could share our individual routes etc. I wouldn't mind doing it, if I was
given the list of emails/phone numbers. I’m contacting a former member who gave up due
to health problems - not being able to walk very well. She may be able to walk near her
home to see a few flowers. If anyone in the Bird Watching group is interested they may
like to look at the WhatsApp Wild Flower group.

Christine Roche
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A Big Thank You to Group Leaders
To all Group Leaders
Thank you so very much for taking the time
to give an update report on your group(s)
activity at this time, it’s so important that
none of the members of Sandbach & District
U3A are being ignored at the moment.
I would also, as my time being the local Chair
draws to a close, like to be able to hand over
a U3A in good order to the next incumbent
in the role - especially as I’ll still be a Third
Age Trust Volunteer & Trainer.
There was inevitably a sudden stop to normal
U3A activity as the UK went into Lockdown,
but so good to learn your group is still in
contact and active in different ways at this
time.
During this uniquely unusual time in
everyone’s lives concerns are obviously
heightened within the U3A movement locally
and nationally about the wellbeing plus
safety of members, particularly those living
alone who may feel even more isolated and
lonely than normally.
Whilst the U3A is not a carer organisation
we are, however, most definitely a movement
that genuinely cares about our members and
that‘s especially true at this time. So, if help
is needed contacting members not on email
or those that find WhatsApp and Zoom too
much of a challenge some other members
are volunteering to help and further U3A
support can also be made available.

Although normal activities as previously
enjoyed are not available to us at present,
the commitment and resourcefulness of
group leaders, like yourselves, to adapt for
the present circumstances is to be
applauded and acknowledged.
Going forward the post Lockdown World we
are to be gradually released into, may not
make all previous U3A activity possible for
some time due to the practicalities of
social distancing guidelines etc, so
developing new ways of contact and
engagement now will be very helpful.
The websites, newsletters and information
updates of the Third Age Trust, the North
West Region plus ours at Sandbach all
carry lots of information for members, so
I’m sure you and your group members will
find lots of different topics of interesting
information available from the U3A without
having to look too hard.
Best wishes to you and your group members
- trusting the only lather you get worked up
with relates to a bar of soap!!!!
As usual please do let the Committee know
if any help or advice is needed.
Best Regards

Arnie Laing
Chair
Sandbach &
District
U3A
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T-Time at The Golfers’ Return
Following the
government
announcement
that golf clubs
could reopen
for people to
play under
conditions
agreed with the
Royal & Ancient,
the Social Golf
group returned
to playing at
Malkins Bank
Golf Club on
20th May.
Twelve players
from the new
association of
Sandbach and
Holmes Chapel U3A took part on a beautiful afternoon on newly mown manicured fairways;
social distancing was maintained throughout. The members of the group were asked to heed
the advice issued by UK Government for people with
underlying health issues and over the age of 70, before
deciding to play.
Unfortunately, there could be no socialising afterwards as
players had to return to their cars and leave the course on
completion of their round; even so, it was wonderful to get
back on the golf course and, hopefully, a small step towards
the return to normal life.

Jeff Diggle
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Some
Lockdown
Laughter
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Edwardian Celebrity and Effie by Joe Heacock
Some months ago at a collectors Fair, and
just when I thought I might be able to
escape without buying anything, I came
across a fascinating selection of
Edwardian theatrical postcards. I love old
postcards, particularly of stage and
screen. So I treated myself to the ones I
couldn’t resist. A small number of which
were hand-signed. I saw at once two of
them had been sent to their subjects with
a polite request for autographs. The
sender was Effie Wilding. But who was
Effie Wilding? She wrote in a confident
and elegant hand. Where did she live?
Perhaps a local girl? Then, a clue! I
noticed one of the other signed postcards,
sent from Nantwich, was addressed to
Miss Effie Wilding, Victoria St. Crewe. It
began Dear old Ef and ended Much love,
Ettie. It is chatty and witty. Ettie wonders
what the “…..” (black population) are doing
now! (Her exclamation mark) She also
mentions Alphonso (evidently he
impersonated well known characters past
and present with the sole aid of a circular
piece of cloth - the mind boggles!) It is of
stage star Olive Morrell and was sent July
1905 but autographed in 1906. Effie must
have sent it to Olive Morrell the following
year asking for her autograph. One of
Effie’s signed postcards is of sisters Grace
and Sybil Arundale. Sybil was Principal
Girl in Robinson Crusoe at the Crewe
Lyceum during the 1907/8 Season. Years
later she played again in pantomime at
Crewe - though this time as Principal
Boy!
Contd O/leaf

Open Shop

Effie (Contd)
My research revealed that
Effie was the daughter of
baker/confectioner John
Wilding. She was 19 at the
time of the 1901 Census
and worked in the family
business. Her father did
well becoming a JP and
well-known figure in
Crewe. By the time of her
marriage in 1909 to local
builder Charles Gresty (he
37, she 27) the Wildings
were living at Linden
Grange, a magnificent
Victorian villa. In 1921 it
became a maternity home
later changing its name to
Linden Court. (I believe it’s
now sheltered housing.)
Two years after Effie’s
wedding the families were
again joined in marriage. Florence,
younger sister of Effie, married George,
younger brother of Charles. But two years
after this came a terrible tragedy. Effie,
now living in Willaston with her husband
and three young children, very sadly died.
She was only 31.
As a postscript I might add that in 1968
the Victoria theatre in Salford staged a
Music Hall show in which top of the bill
was male impersonator Hetty King, a great
star of the Edwardian era and beyond. I
was fortunate enough to have been in the
audience on that night. She was 85 and a
great old trooper entertaining with songs
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BOOKS TO DISTRACT AND INFORM US
WHILE OUR LIVES ARE ON HOLD
INVISIBLE WOMEN by CAROLINE CRIADO
PEREZ (CHATTO & WINDUS)
The author is a feminist and human rights
campaigner and has won awards for both writing and
campaigning. This is an important book because
through research it shows how data that is used in all
aspects of life has been routinely taken from men and
used largely by men to produce a world largely biased
towards men. This naturally has an impact on the
lives of women throughout the world – in medicine,
wellbeing, urban planning, government policies and
more.
Although a serious book it is very readable and
written with humour.
HOUSE OF GLASS by HADLEY FREEMAN (4th
ESTATE)
The author is a journalist for several publications and
a writer at the Guardian.
Years after the death of her paternal grandmother the
author found a shoebox belonging to her at the back
of a wardrobe containing letters, photographs and
some treasured belongings. This book brings to life
the secret story of her father’s family, the Jewish
Glass family, who lived in France during the Second
World War. The ways her Jewish ancestors survived
in occupied France – their adopted country - is both
fascinating and disturbing. The anti-semitism they
experienced in the twentieth century is relevant to
our lives today.
THREE HOURS by ROSAMUND LIPTON (VIKING)
The author has had previous books in the bestseller
lists and adapted for BBC radio 4. This is the story of
a school in the south of England under siege. It
describes three intense hours in which to save the
lives of children and teachers. Initially I was hesitant
about reading this fiction but the themes of courage,
friendship, professionalism and love to stand up to
evil grips the imagination from the beginning. The
reasons why this siege happens and how it is dealt
with make us question our own values.

TABLE TWO by MARJORIE WILWNSKI
(DEAN STREET PRESS)
This is a republished book originally from
1942. The author bases her story on her own
experience of important war work in London
at the time of the Second World War. We
meet women war workers at the fictitious
Ministry of Foreign Information at Table
Two. Some of the women have always had to
support themselves, whilst others are
volunteers doing war work. What they all
have in common is the ability to translate at
least one foreign language. The story depicts
the difficulties in the office work relationships
– ambition, jealousies, misunderstandings and
friendships all against the background of the
privations and dangers of war.
A CHELSEA CONCERTO by FRANCES
FAVIELL (DEAN STREET PRESS)
This is a republished book originally
from1959. The author was an artist living
amongst the Chelsea artists’ community
during the Second World War. This is a
memoir of her time with the Red Cross in
Chelsea. Her descriptions of her hospital
work and her dealings with the homeless
reveal the horrors of London at this time. Her
dealings with the Belgium refugees are
sensitive and humorous. The immediacy of
the writing brings the whole experience to
life.

Thanks to

Pam Webb
for this
collection
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Lockdown has been the catalyst for members to
re-discover lost interests, try something new or
different – poetry, painting, woodwork and so on
- plus a deluge of quizzes and on line exchanges.

An extract from The General by
Siegfried Sassoon:

In lieu of the annual get-together of
four members with a common birthday
(very nearly), one member of the group
employed stealth and guile to conceal
beer bottles in his fellows’ front
gardens! This verse was attached.

Brown's Vacation by Amos Russel Wells

Well, 2020 won’t be the same
No drinks at the club
After playing a game.
No evening out
With our Aries friends
We’ll all be so glad
When this crisis ends.
We must stay at home
But have no fear
Just relax and enjoy
A BIRTHDAY BEER

…
‘He’s a cheery old card,’ grunted Harry to Jack,
As they slogged up to Arras with rifle and pack.
But, he did for them both by his plan of attack.

"I've had a vacation," said Timothy Brown,
"A fine one, although I've not left the town;
I merely vacated my worries and fears,
And at once became younger by fairly five years.
I vacated my ruts, and began to enjoy
My regular humdrum, but useful employ.
I changed my whole outlook and vision of life,
And made it a pastime instead of a strife.
I've had a vacation, not vacant, or bore,
But fuller and freer than ever before;
The best of vacations for fat purse, or lean;
A change of the seeing - instead of the scene."

Survivor by Roger McGough
Everyday,
I think about dying,
About disease, starvation,
violence, terrorism, war,
the end of the world.
It helps
keep my mind off things.
Thanks to David

Bradley for this selection.

Thanks go to Dave

and Pat

Leydon for this story - and for their
advice on the ‘no-bending-down’
commando-style delivery.
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And There’s More …
This attempt to inspire our
grandchildren to sing us a song
backfired. The notion of Grandpa
being up and away with the birds (not
the fairies, this time), and possibly
being pecked by them, generated
more distress than ditties.

Grandpa Can Fly
Did you know that Grandpa can fly?
Not very fast, but ever so high.
If you look up and things don’t seem right,
It might just be Grandpa, taking a flight.
He’s high in the sky, whatever the weather,
He looks like a bird, but without any
feathers.
Nobody knows how he gets off the ground,
He hides in the garden, so he can’t be
found.
If you’re very good and have a song to sing,
He might just tell all - how to fly without
wings.

Summerhouse

I used to have a summerhouse
Built with the best intention
But nowadays I realise
That it was just pretension.
I keep my tools and mower there
And so it must be said
Whatever went on there before
The pretense is now shed.

By Steve Walton

(I’ve got one of those, too. Ed)

(Here, children may sing a song – or not)

His secret is this: Grandpa’s ears can flap,
They flippety-flap ‘til he starts to go up.
If you give it try, you might go on a trip,
Up high with Grandpa, to look about for a
bit.

By John Roome

‘Twixt Optimist and Pessimist the
difference is droll.
The Optimist sees the donut, the
Pessimist sees the hole.’
Thanks to Gill Russell
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Annual Membership Renewal
Membership Renewal Invitation
As you are asked to renew your membership, you might
be wondering when normal group activities will
resume. The answer right now is “We don’t know”
apart from groups that meet outside like golf and bowls
that have been able to restart already. However, the
committee continues to meet over the Internet and is
ready to take advantage when the restrictions are eased.
They do this in the belief that Sandbach U3A members
will at some stage be able to enjoy the benefits they used
to do and it is important to keep the organisation going
for when that time comes.
The £10 annual fee is a commitment to the future of
Sandbach U3A so that our 1400+ members will, once
more, be able to enjoy the activities that have given so
much pleasure in the past.

And Here’s How To Do It
Firstly, let me introduce myself, I am Barrie Hacking and
am in my 5th year as your Membership Secretary.
Since March, most groups have not been active, but as soon
as government advice allows and venues become available
we will be getting the groups up and running again. The
Group and Venue Coordinators and Group Leaders will
keep you informed regarding groups meeting again.
Our membership year runs from the 1st September to 31st
August. As you probably know, SWISH allows on line
membership renewal and new members to join, as well.
To renew your membership using SWISH, payment is made
via PayPal. You don’t have to have a PayPal account and
can still use this method as a guest. I know that some people
are wary of online payments, but let me assure you
•
•

These payments are secure
Sandbach U3A does not even see your card details
and certainly doesn’t store any information about
your card. All that we know is that you paid using
PayPal.

Normally, we start the renewal process in May to spread the
workload, but in this extraordinary year and we have had to
delay starting the renewal process.

There are normally 3 ways in which
you can renew:
•
•
•

Online
At the U3A desk in the library on the 2nd
and 4th Wednesday’s of the month
Or by posting your renewal via
Sandbach library

As the library is currently closed and we don’t
know when it will reopen, your only option is on
line, initially. When the library does reopen we
will let you know. Don’t worry, if this is after the
1st of September, we will make allowances and
you will not be prevented from attending any of
your groups or events for a period of time
because you haven’t renewed your membership.
The renewal process for this year began on 1st
July.

A. If we have your email address
You will have received an email setting out 3
options on how to renew your membership
1. Online, paying by PayPal. For this
option we normally give you the option
of requesting a membership card. We
would ask you this year to hold on
requesting a card until normal service is
resumed in the library.
2. Attending in person 1 of the sessions
where committee members will be
present to process your renewal (see
below).
3. Attending in person 1 of the sessions
and, to save queuing, depositing your
renewal application in a ‘post box’ that
will available. If you chose this option
please ensure that you put your renewal
and cash or cheque in an envelope with
your name, address and membership
number on the front of the envelope. If
you would like a membership card then
please enclose an SAE.
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Membership Renewal (contd)
B. If we DON’T have you email address
If we don’t have an email address for you then you
will receive a letter. Don’t forget, you can email
anytime to ask me to change any of your details:
membership@sandbachu3a.org.uk We normally staff
desks in the library on the 2nd and 4th Wednesday’s of
the month but, with only four such days before 1st
September we have made alternative arrangements
this year.
To maintain social distancing, we have been offered
the use of the marquee at Sandbach Rugby Club

on Bradwall Road. The four dates we will be
staffing tables in the marquee for renewing your
membership are 8th & 22nd July and 12th &

Barrie welcomes Joan Singer, the 1st of our
163 members renewing, Wednesday 8th July

26thAugust. Opening times on each day will be 9:30am - 1:00pm. The marquee provides a very large
covered area, open at the front, and there is an
extensive parking area. We expect to staff around 6
tables with plenty of bench seating to safely process
the renewals.
If you can’t make any of these dates and times or you
cannot get to the Rugby Club, we will be having one
more date (to be advised) where a ‘post box’ will be
available near the library.
In the past, we have taken payments by either cash or
cheque, but I am now pleased to announce that we
have purchased 2 card readers that are currently being

Plenty of space in the marquee
tested. We hope to be ready in time to take payment
from Debit or Credit cards (preferably contactless) at the
Rugby Club sessions.
If you have any questions please email me on
membership@sandbachu3a.org.uk or leave a message on
our telephone answering service 0844 586 0670
One last point, if you know of a member without email,
please pass the contents of this note on to them, thank
you.

Regards, Barrie Hacking

Welcoming members at the car park
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‘My Lockdown’ – Paint Your Blues Away!
Brigitte
Holland
sent in
this
photo of
her
lovely
piece of
work
recording
images
of
Lockdown
Life

Twelve weeks since the lockdown started! We should be used to it
by now. I miss being able to go round the shops, stop in a little
tearoom, meet friends, play TT...
I can’t wait to be able to travel south and see our children and
grandchildren. Our daughter is expecting her second child end of
September, that’s very exciting!
In France restaurants, shops have reopened, so hopefully we will
soon follow.
Regarding the Newsletter, I think my drawing “my lockdown” could
be included - it might interest some people and inspire them.
Brigitte
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The Artist’s Pallet – Timber!
Jean says that her husband, Howard, is not a carpenter by trade – actually, he
works for the Nuclear Division of Babcock. However, DIY is his hobby and he
managed to salvage some timber pallets from a neighbour’s skip, by agreement,
of course. He has had fun making a table for the office (used to be Jean’s
ironing room)
after
Lockdown, as
he needed to
work from
home.
He enjoyed
that so much
he made a
chessboard
table for the
garden using
another

“Friends have tried
to place orders for
the chess table, but
it’s a one-off!”

Jean Steel
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I Came, I Saw, I Sold
It’s some years since I dabbled in Ebay, but Lockdown found
me excavating the garage for long lost treasures that had never
quite found that illusive sense of purpose. Maybe, there was
somebody out there who could use them? Selected items for reowning included a bunch of rusty old woodworking tools.
A low bid setting (99p) helped to restrain my great windfall
expectations as the 7-day auction began. Very little daily action was followed by a last minute bid of £6
plus postage. Aside from the cost of wrapping materials and labour for this precious cargo (1.5m drop
being the survival criteria!) the winner’s domicile in Italy was a body blow to my modest financial
ambitions. At this point fate took a hand and my seemingly artless selling was rewarded by this
exchange with the ‘lucky’ winner.
Hi John. For international postage, Ebay only use the Global Shipping Programme. So, I have already
payed you £6 for the lot and about £14 for postage cost. This amount has been divided between you (£3.10 for
the packaging only) and the shipping company (the rest of the amount). You won't pay anything extra.
Please, just ask directly to Ebay what you have to do for shipping, but everything is already been paid.
Matteo Della Torre
Me (in brief): The parcel is now with Hermes. The two large
handsaws and bow saw belonged to my father, so quite old.
Matteo: I have seen the email by Hermes this morning. Thanks
for the quick shipment. May I know your father's job? I like to
give a history to the tools of my collection and bring them back to
work. I will restore them and, if you want, I can send you some
pictures of the saws after the restoration.
Me (in brief): The tools were only for leisure use as Dad
trained at Sandhurst at the start of WWII and afterwards had
several different jobs, before studying to become a Quantity
Surveyor in the construction industry. Yes, please send
photos.
Matteo: I want you to know that the parcel arrived in perfect shape.
These are the pics of the first of your father's saws restored in
conservative way. I have disassembled the handle, de-rusted and
straightened up the blade, cleaned the screws. The handle is been
cleaned, oiled and finished with shellac and beeswax. I have sharpened
the blade ripcut 6½ ppi (the pitch is stamped on the heel of the saw) and
it cuts beautifully. It's ready for other 50 years of work. Unfortunately
didn't find any etch on the blade so I don't know the maker. I only
know that is a Sheffield made saw from the medallion and probably
around 60 years old.
Other saws pics will come. I won't resell them, I'm trying to switch to unplugged woodworking (not my job, I
am a physician) and these are my first 26" saws. So, I am very happy to put them back to work.
Hoping you like the result, Regards Matteo
Who would have guessed? We are still in touch. Ed
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History Repeats Itself
And People Stayed Home is a Famine
Poem written by the Irish Poet,

Kathleen O’Meara, in 1869. It was
reprinted during the 1919 flu
pandemic and resonates solidly with
our Covid-19 lives today.
And people stayed home
And read books and listened
And rested and exercised
And made art and played
And learned new ways of being
And stopped
And listened deeper
Someone meditated
Someone prayed
Someone danced
Someone met their shadow
And people began to think differently
And people healed
And in the absence of people who lived in
ignorant ways
Dangerous, meaningless and heartless,
Even the earth began to heal
And when the danger ended
And people found each other
Grieved for the dead people
And they made new choices
And dreamed of new visions
And created new ways of life
And healed the earth completely
Just as they were healed themselves.
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Anyone for Haiku?
U3A member, Kate Simmons,
has floated a wonderful idea.
Would members enjoy writing
Haiku, an ancient form of poem
writing, which she describes here?
Haiku started as a reaction to
elaborate poetic traditions and is
renowned for its small size and
specific number of syllables on
three, non-rhyming lines.
There are 17 syllables on the three
lines – five, seven and five. Haiku
poems are typically about nature
and usually about a specific
season.
For example:
First autumn morning:
the mirror I stare into
shows my mother's face
This is the simplest English format, but writers may progress their level
of Haiku. There is plenty of information available online for enthusiasts
wanting to take Haiku to a higher level.
The picture shows Matsuo Basho, the famous 17th century Japanese
Haiku master.
So, let’s give it a go! The seasonal theme, for what maybe your
first Haiku, is a fairly obvious choice - Autumn
Please send your Haiku poems to newsfeed@sandbachu3a.org.uk
before the end of September to see them in the Autumn edition.

Need-To-Know
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U3A Committee Urgently Needs a Treasurer
The committee would like to thank departing Treasurer, John Banyard, for his
hard work in helping to organise our finances during the past year. This
important role must now be filled as soon as possible from within our talented
membership. If you think you might be interested and would like to learn more,
please contact secretary@sandbachu3a.org.uk to discuss it further.
Set out below is the range of duties for the Treasurer:
You would be responsible for the efficient handling of all the financial affairs of the U3A,
supported on day-to-day financial affairs by the finance team monitoring income and
expenditure, aided by the SWISH system.
You should be methodical, a good communicator and able to look at the bigger picture, but
with a good eye for detail.
Your tasks will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To organise the opening and operation of a bank account or bank accounts in
accordance with the wishes of the Committee.
To make a recommendation on cheque signatories for committee approval.
To ensure that strong financial management procedures and internal controls are in
place.
To maintain accurate and sufficiently detailed financial records in accordance with
the requirements of the regulatory authorities.
To report to the Committee on finance at each meeting.
To prepare the statement of accounts for examination and presentation to the AGM.
To prepare a budget annually.
To recommend the level of subscription to be paid by the
members.
To pay approved invoices.
To pay agreed expenses (it may be necessary to devise an
appropriate claim form).
To keep all receipts.
To recommend an appropriate level of reserves.
To set out and agree policies for reimbursement of expenses,
petty cash floats etc.
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WANTED – Newsletter Editor
As we near the end of our U3A year, we look to the future and our
forthcoming AGM. A dedicated team of volunteers is elected to the
committee each year to ensure the smooth running of our operations.
A number of positions will become vacant as members complete their terms
of office and new blood helps to renew and re-invigorate our committee
with fresh ideas. Charting a route through the post-Covid environment will
pose some special problems as we seek to re-start activities, some of which
will be more difficult than others as particular vulnerability and proximity
issues arise.

One appointment that carries none of those concerns,
however, is that of Newsletter Editor.

The Editor is responsible for assembling our quarterly online publication with news of your cerebral
endeavours, fun-filled activities and creative contributions, alongside more serious news items.
Current Editor, John Roome, launched the Newsletter in January 2018 and will have completed three years
this coming December. A willing volunteer had been secured to pick up the reins but, unfortunately, he was
later forced to withdraw due to family commitments in the wake of Covid-19.
If you have ever wondered whether writing or publishing is something you would enjoy, John would like to
talk to you. This is your chance to put your own stamp and style on the Newsletter, to re-shape it into
something that further entertains and enlightens your readers.
If we are unable to fill the vacancy, regrettably, the Newsletter will close after the Autumn Edition in October.
So, if you have an inkling that you might be interested and would like to know more about what is involved in
the Newsletter

Editor’s role, please contact John now at newsfeed@sandbachu3a.org.uk

Arnie Laing, Chair, Sandbach & District U3A

Greetings from your New Secretary

I moved to Sandbach in December 2016 to be with my (now) husband, Stuart,
who is at present your Vice Chair, joining the U3A about 18 months later. I have
been a member of Congleton U3A for some years, being a trustee for part of that
time. For the last seven years I have taught two contemporary dance groups at
Congleton and was planning to start one in Sandbach when the virus and
lockdown took over! Hopefully, this will be able to start later in the year. For the
last twelve months I’ve also really enjoyed being a member of the Sandbach U3A
Poetry group. My background was in primary teaching, although many years ago
I worked for a while in theatre. I love reading, all forms of dance and music and
I’m a trustee of the Sandbach Concert Series and a supporter of Foden’s Band and
the New Vic Theatre. I look forward to supporting Sandbach and District U3A
and working alongside the other committee members. Tricia Naylor Budd

Humour
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More Lockdown Laughs
Notes left for the Milkman:

> Money on the table, Wife in bed, Help yourself
> Please leave one sterilised and two cows as you
will see I have given birth to twins in the enclosed
envelope
> If this note blows away please ring the bell

Letters to Mail Order Company:

> I am returning your 42D cup bra. It is too small.
Please send two pillowcases instead
> Please send me a new brochure. The one you
sent was for men with 16 or 17 necks

Letters to Insurance Companies following
Accidents:

> I knocked over a man. He admitted it was his
fault as he had been knocked over before
> The pedestrian had no idea which way to run, so
I ran him down
> I glanced at my Mother-in-law and headed over
the embankment
> I had been driving for 40 years when I fell
asleep at the wheel
> I told the police I was not injured but, on
removing my hat, I found I had fractured my skull
> In an attempt to kill a fly, I drove into a
telegraph pole

Notes to Schoolteachers:

> I am very sorry that you have branded my son
illiterate. This is a dirty lie as I was married a
week before he was born
> My son has not been to school. He has
diarrhoea through a hole in his shoe
> Please excuse Ray for being. It was his Father’s
fault‘
‘Authentic’ Stories, courtesy of Julie Clarke

July 2020

> Finally, I got the next availability

on a supermarket delivery slot.
I’ve ordered Turkey, Stuffing, Mince
Pies and Crackers!

> Biggest waste of money this year is
a 2020 Diary.

> Wife: Tell me what are you going to
do today?
Husband: Absolutely nothing!
Wife: You did that yesterday.
Husband: I didn’t finish!!!!

> Just contacted the Council and

asked if it’s ok for a skip outside my
house.
They replied "Go for it fatty, you
obviously could do with some exercise"

> Scientists say it may be possible to
live on Mars. Total rubbish,
I’ve tried that for 8 weeks and now
I’m three stone heavier with health
complications!

> I said, “Where do you want this big
roll of Bubble Wrap?”
“Just pop it in the corner” she said
and it took me two hours to pop it all.

> Scientist to Donald Trump: “You

can’t send Astronauts to the Sun
because they would burn!”
Donald: “What if I send them at
night?”
A collection of chuckles from The

Chair

Group Gossip
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Do You Have a Travel Tale
to Share with our Members?

July 2020
Visiting
Vibrant
Vietnam

The precedent for adventure in Vietnam is set early, on arrival in Hanoi. Fatigued after a twelve hour
flight we hit the ground running, fully aware that two days is barely sufficient to soak up the sights,
sounds and smells of this arresting city. With a deep breath and a small prayer we leap headlong into
the beginning of our journey, dicing with death as we cross frenzied roads crammed with thunderous
two-wheeled traffic. It is thus that we arrive at the Ethnology Museum, eager to learn as much as we
can about the ethnic minority groups we are soon to encounter on our travels – dubbed Montagnards or
mountain people by the French.
The surrounding area of Hanoi plays
host to around sixty specialist
restaurants, all serving abundantly
desired dog meat dishes - proof positive
that a cultural gulf still exists between
Vietnam and the West. So animal lovers
beware – when dining in Nghi Tam
Street, VET your food carefully! Unless,
of course, you happen to be feasting at
the beginning of the lunar month when
the consumption of dog meat is
considered highly jinxed. Well obviously!
Having survived the big city our journey leads us north where we seek a well-earned rest in Ha Long Bay.
Here, we seize a precious moment aboard an old fishing vessel, marvelling at the magnificence of
imposing rock formations and witnessing the relative domesticity of life aboard floating houses; each
complete with adorning flowerpots and guard-like dog at the front door!
Revived by a salubrious evening’s rest, onward and upward we trek, into the forested highlands. On
reaching Mai Chau we meet our hosts; the Black Hmong people. We quickly realise that tonight is to be
anything but comfortable and endeavour to subdue taunting dreams of luxury. We stay in a house on
stilts that, charmingly, hovers directly above snorting pigs, clucking chickens and other aromatic
livestock. Of course, the evening’s cuisine has not far to travel to our tables! The villagers entertain us
with traditional tribal dance and song as we sit cross-legged on the floor devouring a banquet
accompanied by rice wine sipped through bamboo straws from a large earthenware pot. Hindsight
advises the wise traveller to take full advantage of the intoxicating properties of this elixir; with only a
straw mat, blanket and the fleece fresh from my back as an improvised pillow, it may be the only aid to
a more peaceful slumber. During the dawning light of a sleepless night, it becomes impossible to name
the lesser of two evils; the grunting swine below my head or the pulsating snores of fellow travellers
with which I share this bamboo floor. Even waking to the sound of this sentient alarm clock, the impact
of the spectacular surrounding scenery is not lost. Somehow, it is suddenly all worthwhile. Contd o/leaf
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Travel Tales … still going

July 2020
Vic and Angela’s Vietnam
sojourn continues

During long walks in which the only sound is the regularity of our marching boots, we begin to expect the
unexpected. In the distance, we discern faceless whispers secluded by vast foliage. Then suddenly, in a
rush of activity, we are surrounded by unwashed Dickensian like urchins who cross steep and cavernous
ravines with speed and ease - each poorly dressed skeletal child awash with wide-eyed enthusiasm for
life and an insatiable curiosity. Exchanging smiles, we leave them giggling shyly bidding goodbye with a
wave.
Our journey climbs ever steeper into the
Mountains of Son La. Here we meet the Flower
Hmong, Red Dao and White and Black Thai - all
co existing peacefully. We wander freely around
villages and markets interacting with these
convivial people, enveloped by the rainbow
colours of the tribal attire worn by native
women. Every costume tells a unique tale, often
of its journey from mother to daughter across
centuries. We stay a while watching the
indigenous residents conduct their daily chores,
aware of a cacophony of noise emitting from a
local hostelry. We are assured that it is not uncommon to behold the local women, weary of their
inebriated men-folk, tying the offenders to the back of a horse and hauling them off home. Although we
are not privy to such a spectacle, the credibility of the anecdote is above suspicion - having experienced
the pungent rice wine and its side effects first hand, this is the least to be expected!
As in all life, it is the children of Vietnam who expel the most poignant moments, scribing indelibly, the
memory of their image eternally. In a primitive school outside of Son La, we make gifts to the teacher
of two footballs and some simple pencils and are overwhelmed by their gratitude. The children delight
as we perform an ad-hoc version of Ten Green Bottles, to them,
an exotic foreigner’s song. The memory of this day will stay with
me forever.
Tourism as an economy is still in an embryonic state in Northern
Vietnam so roadways are also in their infancy. Often, we are
forced to desert both mini bus and driver and take off on foot as
they struggle on through extreme conditions, marginally aided by
our momentary departures. Luckily, we are able to maximise
these opportunities, meeting road workers who abandon their
labours in favour of inquisitive enquiry. Men, women and children
work side by side in family groups, cheerfully swinging pick axes
at unyielding rock - smiles belying the punishing nature of their
arduous toil, surely cognisant that each metre of road completed,
earns them a little more. Contd o/leaf
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Travel Tales … Finale

July 2020
All good things
come to an end

In Dien Bien Phu we are no longer surprised by yet another
sleepless night. We are greeted at the guesthouse by resonant
chants and wails reverberated far and wide by loud speaker.
This, we are told, is a mourning ritual that continues
relentlessly for three days up until the day of burial. The next
day we are privileged to witness, in all its glorious colour, the
funeral procession of a 90 year old lady. As I watch them pass,
I imagine the incredible change and tragic events she must
have beheld in her lifetime.
From here, we descend into the Sapa valley where we spend
two days visiting the legendary Saturday Market. In days gone
by, marriages were arranged here and daughters were paraded
for bachelors. Even today, this culture remains predominant
although it is out of bounds to tourists and their prying camera lenses. Sapa is the centre of tourism in
Northern Vietnam and suffers as such so we exit early and visit nearby Black Thai and Red Dzao villages
– one last chance to mingle with the Montagnards. Crossing a roped bridge we watch a woman spinning,
Dozens of guinea pigs running around under her house hemmed in by a mesh guard. (Bound for the pot I
dare say.) Banana, papaya and pineapple grow along side various herbs and spices and corn has been
chopped into small pieces for the pot-bellied pigs that roam free. There is unparalleled peace here, the
memory of which serves as the perfect antidote to those stressful moments! Before we leave the
children are treated to an impromptu English lesson and we, in return, to a chorus of goodbyes.
The Train journey back to Hanoi is a fiasco, saved only by the friendly
Vietnamese who share our cabin and speak enough English to make the
journey intriguing. Our bed for the
night is a hard metal bunk with no
mattress, blanket or pillow - small
wonder we had been forewarned that
this trip is not for the faint hearted!
With the obligatory coolie hat and
chopsticks in hand feeling richer for
the experience, we board our flight
home. I cannot help but falter when
thinking how much I would love to share this with my mother was she
still alive. She would have been fascinated to hear such a remarkable
tale!
Have you been anywhere interesting recently? Would you like to
share it with our members? If so, please contact Vic or Angela email
vic.angela@btinternet.com tel 01244 01270 750915 mobile 07983823573
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Gill Russell, NW Trustee, Speaks Up
Trustee Tales As I near the end of my role as NW Regional Trustee, I can truly say that I have never

been bored! It hasn’t always been easy but I have met some inspirational people and received considerable
support and encouragement from the members of North West groups.
With the arrival of Covid-19 there is inevitable concern about the future of the U3A movement. Quite
simply, we don’t know. However, I believe in positive thinking and recent comments from members have
given me hope that whilst we may have to adapt to a new normal, it is the determination and sense of
humour of our members that will provide the greatest impact.
At the moment, I am writing the next regional newsletter that will focus on what members have been
doing in lockdown. Their input has reinforced my belief that whilst our perspective might change, our
response to the challenges ahead will drive us forward. The U3A movement will adapt and continue.
I believe in the mantra of the U3A movement - Live, Laugh and Learn.
Stay well. Stay safe. Keep smiling.
Best wishes to all,

Gill Russell

Gill Russell Responds to Your Frequently Asked Questions and Comments
1. Are we a club or a branch?
Neither. Each U3A is a charity affiliated to the Third Age Trust
whether or not it is registered with the Charity Commission.
There is no head office or central authority so you can’t be a
branch.

2. Are we autonomous?
NO! Every U3A is ‘operationally independent’ which means you
are responsible for managing your own U3A but must abide by
your charitable purpose.

3. This is a top-down organisation.
Yes, it is. The top of the organisation is the U3A. Imagine a
pyramid. The U3A is at the top, and below are the supporting
structures of the Third Age Trust, The Regional Trustee,
Regional committees and networks.

4. If the Third Age Trust is not the head of the
organisation, why do we need them?
The Third Age Trust is the umbrella organisation that supports
the individual U3As. It consists of a small national office and
the Board of Trustees (regional trustees elected by the member
U3As of each region). It is responsible for advising U3As to
ensure they understand their obligations to their charitable
purpose, finance and GDPR. Every U3A is a member of the
Trust and agrees to abide by the principles of the U3A
movement.

5. Why do we have to pay
extra for Third Age Matters
(TAM) magazine?
You are actually paying for the
postage. Years ago, every U3A
was sent a box of magazines with
a copy for every member. The cost
of posting them became
prohibitive and there was a lot of
wastage when members didn’t
take them. The Trust decided to
ask for payment towards the
postage costs so that every
member could receive TAM if
they wish. The cost covers the
postage of five copies per year and
is reviewed in line with the rise of
postage. Some U3As add the cost
to their own subscription fee and
pay for every member to receive
the magazine. Some U3As ask
members to pay separately for
their copy of TAM. The decision
is made by each committee.
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Regional PR and Media Advisers - U3A
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland

We are looking for volunteers with knowledge and experience of working in a PR or marketing capacity.
Volunteers will be part of the Regional Support Team but will work closely with Liz Drury, Third Age Trust
Communications Officer. Initially we are looking for one volunteer per Region.
The role is to act as a PR adviser to U3As and Networks in their home Region or Country as part of the Trust’s
strategic project of raising the profile of the U3A movement. You will be part of a UK wide team of other PR
Advisers working closely with Liz.
The role is home based but travel around the Region or Country, as necessary. Occasional team meetings in
London will be required, but no more than twice a year. Expenses will be paid under the Expense Policy of the
Trust.

Background
The Trust already has one of the largest charity memberships in the UK representing nearly half a million men and
women who are no longer in full-time work - but are still keen to keep mentally, and physically active. Our ethos is
one of self-help in learning new things and refreshing old interests in a socially conducive atmosphere of
friendship – we want more people to share our enjoyment of life in the ‘third age’.
We are on a mission to spread the benefits – as well as diversify - membership of our amazing organisation with its
inspiring strapline - Learn, laugh, live. Having undergone a significant rebranding exercise, we are determined to
become more widely recognised as a force for good by being more proactive in the media and fostering strong
partnerships with the Government and other relevant stakeholders at both national and regional levels. As part of
this we are launching a nationwide (U3A Day) event, now sadly not until 2021 due to the lockdown. We intend to
make it a landmark event with as many bells and whistles as we can gather.
This is a fantastic opportunity to join us on our journey and to ensure that our regional representatives achieve the
best PR and media support they deserve as part of our drive to showcase what we are about.
We are looking for volunteers who will:
• have broad PR/media experience with excellent written and oral communication skills, acting as a two-way
conduit between your area of responsibility and the national Communications Officer
• be a local advice source on PR and publicity and encourage proactive promotion of local activities and the
benefits of U3A membership
• be a natural communicator, confident in forging strong relationships with your region, the media, and
other stakeholders, identifying opportunities to work together
• be able to co-ordinate effective and consistent external communication for the U3A at a regional level
• understand multi-channeled publicity that is of a high quality and communicates an effective and positive
message, including the use of social media
• be a brand champion for the publicity materials and adherence to the corporate identify
• develop regional marketing campaigns where appropriate, in line with national policy
• attend events at a regional level
• monitor coverage and provide regular high-quality reports to the national Communications Officer
• actively promote diversity and equality of opportunity, treating everyone with dignity and respect and
avoid unlawful discrimination.

For an informal discussion contact by email ed.link@u3a.org.uk or call 01577 864183

Nature & Environment

Spy Cameras
at Work
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John and Jan Cooper have been keeping an
eye on their garden wildlife and kindly sent us
some of their nighttime spottings, as well as
details of the equipment they use to record
their garden visitors.

We made a feeding box with a
glass lid so that we could mount a
camera above it and see when the
hedgehogs visited. The camera is a
standard Aldi security camera (~
£20) connected to usb video
converter connected to a laptop
running Contacam. This lets you
set up motion detection, so it only
records when something is there.
In the feeding box we use dried
cat food (Aldi) with a few
mealworms mixed in, which seems to be
popular.
The latest acquisition is a wildlife
camera from Amazon: Victure Wildlife
Camera 16MP 1080P Trail Game Camera
Motion Activated Infrared Night Vision
with 2.4" LCD Display IP66 Waterproof
Design for Outdoor and Home Security.
It costs around £40 and seems to work
fine taking video and stills.
Handy for moving around to
see what is going on where the
other cameras can’t see!

John & Jan Cooper

I’m pleased to say that
currently we are also feeding
a regular visitor whose spikes
belie his charms. Ed

A ‘domestic’
drops by for
a nighttime
feast

Quiz Time
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Summer Family Fun Quiz
Thanks, once again, to your Quiz Master, Keith Pointon, for another challenge
and your chance to enjoy a bottle of something you fancy.
Please send your completed answers to newsfeed@sandbachu3a.org.uk by the
end of July.
The lucky winner will be drawn and announced in the August Diary Update.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pre decimal currency, in the UK, how many tanners were
there in a guinea?
Which liner most-famously sank on 15th April 1912?
In the TV series Emmerdale, what is the first name of Sam
Dingle’s son?
The first Scottish group to top the pop charts did so in
1968 with Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da. What was the group?
Which comedian and writer, who died in Australia in 1968,
played an artist/sculpture in the 1961 film The Rebel?
Which city has a name that translates into English as River
Of January?
Which US President, the first to take office, reputedly
never told a lie?
According to the proverb, the road to hell is paved with
what?
Which number, when spelt out, has its letters in
alphabetical order?
SPINACH STORY is an anagram of which foodstuff?

End of Summer Newsletter

